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Abstract: When designing suspension systems for superconducting elements, the primary challenge
is to strike a balance between limiting the heat load to the cold mass and ensuring the proper mechan-
ical resistance and/or stiffness of the system. This trade-off often leads engineers to choose from a
limited set of materials and supporting architectures. The aim of this study is to provide an overview
of the different overall designs. Scientific articles were searched within the Google Scholar database
using advanced search operators to combine a defined set of keywords. Among the architectures
found, the “multi-post” solution and the “8-support” solution are the two most commonly chosen
classes. Additionally, a recurrent pattern for the supporting system of superconducting cavities has
been identified. The choice of architecture can be correlated with the characteristics of the supercon-
ducting element being supported, such as its mass, length, and stiffness. Furthermore, the review
provides a conceptual analysis of the possibility of extending these designs to the unconventional
environment of rotating machines.

Keywords: superconducting; cold mass; supports; suspension; rotating machine; medical machine;
gantry; hadrontherapy; review

1. Introduction

The standard superconducting materials that are commonly used generally need to be
cooled down to extremely low temperatures, in most cases down to 1.8–4.5 K. The extraction
of heat from the superconducting body, often referred to as the “cold mass”, becomes more
expensive the lower the temperature at which the body needs to be maintained. Moreover,
every connection between the cold mass and the room temperature environment represents
a bridge for heat to flow into the body, warming it up. Nevertheless, a minimum number of
connections is necessary for the superconducting element to be functional. The suspension
system is one of these, having the primary function of maintaining the cold mass in the
nominal position and orientation. The most common applications of cold mass suspension
systems are those associated with magnets or cavities.

On the one hand, the supports of the cold mass must be designed to guarantee
the mechanical resistance to the loads the machine may experience during its operation:
nominal loads, seismic loads, transportation loads, and loads due to malfunctioning events.
Hence, as a rule of thumb, the larger the cross-section of the support, the lower the stress
and the higher the safety factor over the mechanical resistance.

On the other hand, the larger the cross-section, the larger the heat load to the cold
mass flowing through the support. Therefore, the design of the suspension system is the
subject of trade-offs and optimizations. As a result, engineers have developed a number of
solutions that show recurrent patterns both with respect to the geometrical architectures
and materials used.

The aim of this article is to give an overview and classification of the solutions that
have been adopted to solve this specific engineering problem.
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2. Methodology

The Open Access database used for searching scientific articles is connected to the
Google Scholar browser [1]. The time frame has been limited to the most recent results
available as of February 2023. Search operators were used to refine the research as follows:

• The “. . . ” operator is used to include a specific word or sentence in the search.
• Parentheses, AND, and OR operators follow the common Boolean algebra.
• The “∼” operator allows the browser to search for synonyms of a word.
• The “-” operator excludes a word from the results.
• The “intitle:” operator forces the browser to find results that contain a specific word in

the title.

The search field was established using the keywords listed in Table 1 combined
with the aforementioned operators in the following string: “FEA” AND “superconducting”
AND “cold mass” AND mechanical AND (∼support OR ∼suspension) -ATLAS -CMS -intitle:
“LHC”. The keywords ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid) were excluded to avoid repeated articles in the results citing two of the most
well-known physics experiments. Additionally, the keyword LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
was removed from the title to avoid publications related to LHC supports. The results
related to these were included manually. The search yielded 194 results, which were
viewed searching for images of the supporting system, its description, and FEA (Finite
Element Analysis) results. Whenever the content of an article was unsatisfactory, related
publications were searched.

Table 1. List of keywords used in the search and their descriptions.

Keyword Description

FEA Filters results in which the suspension system has been analyzed using Finite
Element Analysis.

superconducting Sets the search field to superconducting technologies.
cold mass Highlights the interest in cold mass supports.

mechanical Filters for mechanical analysis rather than just general physics analysis.
support Sets the search field to the supports of a superconducting element.

suspension Synonym for “support.”

ATLAS Avoids repeated articles in the results citing one of the most well-known
physics experiments (included manually afterwards).

CMS Avoids repeated articles in the results citing one of the most well-known
physics experiments (included manually afterwards).

LHC Avoids the many publications related to LHC supports (included manually
afterwards).

This literature review aimed to highlight the following characteristics of the suspension
system:

• The architecture, i.e., the arrangement of supports with respect to the superconducting
body.

• The geometry of the single supporting element of the suspension system.
• The materials used for the supporting element.
• The characteristics of the supported body, such as its mass and length.
• The cool-down effect, i.e., the kinematic behavior of the architecture when the super-

conducting body undergoes a thermal cycle.
• The adjustability and classification of the adjustment system.

The most relevant results have been cited in the following section and summarized at
the end in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary table of the researched suspension system for superconducting elements. The main characteristics have been reported and classified following the
nomenclature reported as notes below the table. Results have been ordered by increasing weight of the cold mass.

Ref. Project Element SC Material Mass L1 a L2 b Architecture Material Cool-Down c Applicability d Adjustability e Publication Status f

kg m m

[2,3] SSRF Magnet NbTi wire 160 0.8 0.8 * 8 bands CFRP E-SC possible SVI-P-R 2014, 2021 op.

[4–7] ESS Cavity Nb sheets 210 1.5 ca. 0.45 *
8 rods +
1 post ***

Ti-6Al-4V (rod) +
power-coupler

E-SC possible SVI-P-R
2013, 2014
2017 2023

const.

[8–10] HL-LHC Cavity Nb bulk 250 0.7 * 1 *
2 blades +
1 post

SS 316L +
power-coupler

N-AC possible VGI-P-NR *
2014, 2017
2018

dev.

[11–13] SPL Cavity Nb bulk 1.5 * 0.45 *
2 ICS +
1 post

N-AC possible VGI-P-NR *
2011, 2012
2014

ND

[6,14–16] ESS (spoke) Cavity Nb sheets 1.92 0.6 *
22 rods +
2 posts

Ti-6Al-4V (rod) +
power-coupler

ND possible SVI-P-R
2013, 2014,
2016, 2017

const.

[17] VECC Magnet Bi-2223 wire 0.4 0.4 * 4 bands G10 N-AC discouraged VGI-P-NR 2023 op.
[18] CAS Magnet YBCO tape 0.4 * 0.3 * 8 pillars G10 E-SC possible SVI-P-R 2019 dev.

[19] MDS (UT) Magnet NbTi wire 520 1.54 1 *
4 posts +
4 rods

G11 E-AC * possible Not relevant 2021 dev.

[20,21] HIE-ISOLDE Frame
Cu sheets
Nb coating

850 2 1 *
2 rods +
2 plates

N-AC discouraged SVI-P-NR 2014, 2018 op.

[22] IHEP Magnet 1400 1.4 ca. 0.2 * 8 bands T300 (CFRP) E-SC possible SVI-P-R 2020 op.
[23,24] TLS Magnet NbTi wire 1.4 0.2 * 8 bands UFGE E-SC possible SVI-P-R 2006, 2007 op.
[25] MICE Magnet NbTi wire 1600 0.3 1.7 8 bands UFGE E-SC possible SVI-P-R 2011 op.

[26,27] FAIR Frame NbTi wire 5.56 0.7 * 8 rods
Ti-6Al-4V +
AISI 304

N-SC possible VGI-P-NR * 2012, 2014 const.

[28,29] Mu2e Magnet NbTi wire 6.7 0.8 *
3 springs +
14 rods

Inconel® 718 ND possible SVI-P-R* 2013, 2017 const.

[30,31] RHIC Magnet NbTi wire 3605 9.4 0.3 * 3 posts
Ultem® 2100 or
SEl-GFN3 Noryl®

N-AC possible VGI-P-NR * 1991, 1995 op.

[32] CAS Magnet 4000 1.4 2.2 8 bands E-SC possible 2011 res.
[33] ATLAS CS Magnet NbTi wire 4700 5.3 2.6 24 struts GFRE N-AC possible SVI-P-R 2007 op.
[34,35] SSC Magnet NbTi wire 7700 17 0.3 * 5 posts G11CR N-AC possible VGI-P-NR * 1988, 1990 cancelled

[36,37] LCLS-II HE pipe Nb sheets 8600 12 0.6 *
3 posts
(hung)

G10 N-AC * discouraged
SVI-P-NR +
VGI-P-NR

2015, 2018 op.

[38,39] ITER Feeder 10,000 ca. 10 ca. 0.5 * 2 posts SS 316LN N-AC * possible Not relevant 2013 const.
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Project Element SC material Mass L1 a L2 b Architecture Material Cool-down c Applicability d Adjustability e Publication Status f

kg m m

[40–43] LHC Magnet NbTi wire 25,000 ** 16 ** 0.6 3 posts ** GFRE N-AC possible VGI-P-NR
1998, 1999
2004, 2005

op.

[44–46] ATLAS BT Magnet NbTi wire 45,000 25 5
8 rods +
32 stops

Ti 5Al 2.5 Sn ELI
GFRE

D-SC * possible VGI-P-R
1997, 2005
2006

op.

[47–49] NeuroSpin Magnet NbTi wire 132,000 5 4 8 rods Ti-6Al-4V E-SC possible SVI-P-R *
2010, 2011
2023

comm.

[50–52] ATLAS ECT Magnet NbTi wire 160,000 5 10.7 20 rods stainless steel ND possible SVI-P-R 1999, 2008 op.
[53] CMS CS Magnet NbTi wire 225,000 12.5 6 ca. 30 rods Ti 5Al 2.5Sn ELI E-SC possible SVI-P-R * 2002 op.

[54,55] ITER Magnet
Nb3Sn and
NbTi

23 × 106 24 30
18 multi-
blades

stainless steel E-AC possible VGI-P-NR * 2011, 2013 const.

[56] DEMO Magnet
Nb3Sn, NbTi
and RE-123

36 ca. 45 ca.
16 multi-
blades

stainless steel E-AC possible VGI-P-NR * 2022 dev.

a: Axial length of the supported body, (curvilinear for Mu2e project). b: Second major length of the supported body. c: Cool-down effect classification: Extra stress can arise as a
consequence of cool-down (E). No extra stress (N). De-stress (D). Symmetric Contraction, the pose (position and rotation) of the cold mass does not change (SC). Asymmetric Contraction,
the pose changes (AC). Not easily Deducible (ND). d: Applicability to a rotating machine. e: Adjustability classification: The pose of the cold mass is adjusted acting at the Suspension
system to Vacuum vessel Interface (SVI). Vacuum vessel to Ground Interface (VGI). The alignment is Passive (P) if not actuated or Active (A). The adjustable system is applicable to
rotating bodies (R) or not applicable (NR) mainly due to unilateral fixtures. f: Status at the beginning of 2023. In development (dev.), in construction (const.), in commissioning (comm.),
operational (op.), and for research only (res.). * Not reported even implicitly. Deducted by this author. ** Data of cryodipoles, not of SSS. *** The post is represented by the power coupler,
able to slide vertically but fixed radially in this case.
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3. Results

The book “Cryostat Design” [57] provides a comprehensive review of cryostat design
principles, offering practical data, equations, and case studies of some existing cryostats.
In contrast, this review focuses solely on the supporting system for the cold mass. It
complements the previously presented case studies with new ones and, in the following
sections, presents a classification of suspension architectures.

3.1. The “Multi-Post” Architecture and Geometry

The so-called “multi-post” architecture (represented in Figure 1) consists of two or
more posts arranged vertically with respect to gravity and radially with respect to the
supported body. The posts’ geometry consists of thin-walled cylindrical tubes serially
interfaced with the various heat intercepts.

This architecture has been found in the magnet feeder system of ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) [38,39], the cryodipoles and SSS (Short Straight
Section) of LHC [42,43], the cryomagnets of RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) [31],
the cryomagnets of SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) [35], and the linac cryomodules
of LCLS-II (Linac Coherent Light Source II) [37]. While, for the majority of the suspension
systems, the posts are placed on the bottom side of the cold mass, in LCLS-II, these are
placed on its upper side.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Example of the “multi-post” architecture for the suspension system of superconducting
bodies. (a) represents the lateral view of three of the five supporting elements originally designed
to support the SSC cryodipoles (reproduced with permission from T. H. Nicol et al. SSC Magnet
Cryostat Suspension System Design; published by Springer Nature, 1988, [35]). (b) illustrates the
arrangement of three supporting elements for the cryodipoles of the LHC.

3.2. The “8-Support” Architecture and Geometry

The so-called “8-support” architecture (represented in Figure 2) consists of eight
supports arranged in sets of four at each end of the supported body in a symmetric pattern
with respect to origin planes (with the origin at the centroid of the supported body).
This architecture has been found in both the criss-crossed pattern (Figure 2b) and the
non-concurrent version (Figure 2a,b). Two geometries have mainly been found for the
supporting element in this suspension system: the rod support (Figure 2a) and the so-called
double-band support (Figure 2b,c). The former consists of a rod, eventually split by the
heat intercept, while the latter consists of racetrack-shaped elements connected by a linking
element, to which the heat intercept is joined. The linking element consists of two pivots
that allow a rotation of the bands with respect to each other.

The 8-rod architecture has been found in the quadrupole doublets of the FAIR (Facility
for Antiproton and Ion Research) [26,27] and the coils of an MRI at NeuroSpin [48,49]. The
8-double-band suspension system has been found in the analytical paper from the CAS
(Chinese Academy of Sciences) [32], the wiggler of TLS (Taiwan Light Source) [24], the
wiggler of IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics of CAS) [22], the coupling solenoid of
the MICE [25], and the undulator of SSRF [2,3].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. Example of the “8-support” architecture for the suspension system of superconducting
bodies. In (a), one can see a schematization of the eight rods supporting the main coil of NeuroSpin
MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging); (b) shows the eight-double-band suspension of the coupling
solenoid of the MICE (Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment) experiment [25] (Copyright 2011, by
IEEE. Reproduced with permission); in (c), the eight-double-band supports of the superconducting
undulator developed at the SSRF (Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility) [2] are represented
(Copyright 2015, by IEEE. Reproduced with permission).

The reasons why, in some designs, the double-band geometry has been preferred over
the rod one have not been explicitly reported in the articles found. A possible reason could
be related to the easier implementation of the thermalization. Indeed, for it to be effective,
it should separate completely the two insulation stages of the suspension elements. This
is well implemented in double-band supports. Instead, the use of composite rods would
make the thermalization either less effective, because it is applied only to the external
cylindrical surface of the rods, or more complex and critical, because of the joint between
the two composite rod stages and the metallic thermalization.

3.3. The Cavity Architecture and Geometry

The cryomodule for cavities often contains a string of them. These can be individually
supported or interconnected. Additionally, most designs benefit from the double-walled
tube of the FPC (Fundamental Power Coupler) to react to part of the loads, acting as a post.

For the elliptical cavities of the ESS (European Spallation Source) (Figure 3a), a criss-
cross 8-rod + 1 pseudo-post architecture has been found [4,5]. In this case, the FPC tube is
left free to slide in its axial direction to allow for thermal contractions.

A 22-rod + 2-posts arrangement has been found for the spoke cavities cryomodule of
ESS (Figure 3b) [14–16]. The 22 rods are distributed on two individual cavities: 8 in the
criss-cross “8-support” architecture, for each cavity being used to react lateral and vertical
loads; 2 axial rods for each body; and 2 rods interconnecting the two cavities that have been
used to control the relative and absolute axial alignment. The FPC is used as a post for each
cavity’s partially reacting loads.

The novel architecture chosen for the crab cavities of HL-LHC (High Luminosity LHC)
[8,9] is composed of one post and two flexure blades (Figure 3c). In the same way as for
other superconducting cavities, the FPC is used as a post support, while two flexure blades
have been added to stiffen the system.

An original architecture for cavities has been proposed in the framework of SPL
(Superconducting Proton Linac) studies (Figure 3d) [11,12], where the FPC acts as a classic
post at one end of the cavity, while two Inter-Cavity Supports (ICSs) have been used as
stiffeners. These are left free to slide longitudinally while still transferring the vertical load
to the next cavity. The alignment of such architecture could be not trivial on the side of ICS.
The studies related to SPL stopped before the experimental phase.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 3. Example of cavity architectures. In (a), the suspension architecture of elliptical cavities of
ESS [4] is represented; (b) is a representation of the supports of spoke cavities of ESS [15]; (c) illustrates
the architecture of supports of crab cavities for the HL-LHC [8]; (d) is a drawing of the support
architecture of SPL.

3.4. Other Architectures

Other “exotic” solutions have been found in the literature; these can be associated with
the non-standard shape of the cold mass, its dimensions, weight, available space around
the assembly, etc.

A 17-rod architecture has been chosen for the transport solenoid of the Mu2e (Muon-
to-Electron-conversion) experiment (Figure 4a) [28,29]. In this case, a set of four axial rods
has been arranged at each end of the cold mass, and three couples of radial rods have
been distributed over three positions of the transport solenoid, to which one vertically
spring-loaded rod has been connected.

A 4-rod + 4-post architecture has been proposed for the magnetic density separator
studied at UT (University of Twente) (Figure 4b) [19]. The four posts are arranged vertically
at each corner of the coil, while the four rods follow a criss-cross pattern.

Highly tailored designs have been used for the suspension system architectures of
the magnets of the ATLAS experiment at LHC (grouped in Figure 4): a combination of
16 tie rods and 4 gravity supports have been used for the end-cap toroid magnet (Figure 4c)
[50–52]; 8 tie rods and 32 cryogenic stops have been arranged over the length of each barrel
toroid coil (Figure 4e) [44–46]; and 12 triangular struts support the central solenoid at each
end (Figure 4d) [33]. The central solenoid support system experiences a thermal gradient
between the cold end and the warm end lower than the usual thermal jump of 294–296 K
that other supporting systems have to comply with.

The suspension system of the solenoid of the CMS experiment at LHC consists of
30 tie rods: 9 axial rods per each side of the magnet, 4 vertical, and 8 radial [53].
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The suspension system of the cold mass within the cryomodule of HIE-ISOLDE (High
Intensity and Energy ISOLDE) (Figure 4f) [20,21] consists of two end plates fixed at each
end of the support frame and to two separately actuated struts connected to the top plate
of the vacuum vessel. Additionally, one tie rod per side is connected on one end to the
support frame by means of elastic washers, while the other end is connected by means of a
spherical joint with respect to the actuated strut.

The gravity support in the conceptual suspension architecture of DEMO (DEMOnstra-
tion power plant) [56], based on the ones designed for ITER, [54,55] consists of an assembly
of 21 flexible plates clamped in parallel and spaced apart by spacers (multi-blade support).
Supports are placed so that the plates have their minor bending stiffness in the radial
direction of the tokamak. While ITER has 18 gravity supports equally distributed at the
bottom of the toriodal coils, DEMO is expected to have 16 of them. Additional internal
suppports link adjacent toroidal coils, central solenoid, and poloidal field coils.

A four single-band suspension system has been designed built and tested to support
a warm bore HTS (High Temperature Superconducting) steering magnet at the VECC
(Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre) [17]. Each support can rotate around a pin joint at
both ends.

An eight-pillar support architecture have been proposed to suspend a HTS quadrupole
magnet for a proton cyclotron beam line studied at CAS [18]. Each composite rod appears
to be fixed at each end.

3.5. Intermediate Structural Elements: Common Girder and Space Frame

Some designs include the use of a common girder, as is the case for the quadrupole dou-
blets of FAIR [26,27], or a space frame, as found for the cryomodule of elliptical cavities of
ESS [4,5] (see Figure 5). Both the common girder and the spaceframe are used to add a rigid
intermediate structure between multiple cold masses and the cryostat. Adjustments of the
pose (position and rotation) of the cold masses with respect to each other can be more easily
carried out with this sub-assembly outside of the cryostat, as there is more open space for
manual operations. Afterwards, the sub-assembly can be slid into the cryostat.

On the one hand, as can be seen from Figure 5a, the common girder becomes, itself,
part of the cold mass. Therefore, all the challenges related to the suspension of a cold
body with respect to the external room temperature environment remain. Hence, the 8-rod
criss-crossed architecture has been chosen.

On the other hand, the space frame (Figure 5b) is closer to the external conditions
in the thermal chain; normal adjustable jacks have been distributed along the cryostat to
support the space frame. The supports between it and cold masses need to be addressed as
well. For instance, the 8-rod criss-crossed architecture has been chosen to suspend the four
elliptical cavities within the space frame, while the FPC locks longitudinal movements and
is left free to slide along its axis.

Therefore, common girders and space frames do not represent a stand-alone solu-
tion. A suspension system similar to the ones mentioned in previous sections is needed.
These intermediate structures are mostly used to allow precise alignments of a set of cold
masses with larger manipulation freedom while reducing the number of penetrations of
the vacuum vessel.

3.6. Other Remarks on Results

Multiple designs with different shaped struts have been studied to support a modular
HTS pole coil of wind power generators [58–61]. The structural mechanical design has
not been motivated completely. The addition of a high number of supports, if compared
to cold masses of a similar size, allows the redistribution of the high torque. The study
of extra stress during the cool-down has not been reported, while it should be critical in
these designs since the suspension struts are stiffer than in other reported applications.
Additionally, since these suspension systems are related to power generation devices, less
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care than in other cases has been used to minimize the conduction heat loads. For the
reasons just mentioned, these designs have not been added to the summary table.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Figure 4. Examples of “exotic” suspension architectures. In (a), one can see the 14 rods + 3 spring
(green) scheme of the suspension system of the transport solenoid of the Mu2e experiment (the
original image can be found in reference [29]); (b) shows the support architecture for a magnetic
density separator [19]; in (c), one can see the 16 tie bars and 4 gravity supports of the end cap
toroid magnets [52]; in (d), the 24 triangle suspension system of the central solenoid is illustrated
(reproduced with permission from A. Yamamoto et al., The ATLAS central solenoid; published by
Elsevier, 2008 [33]); (e) shows the 8 tie rods and 32 cryogenic stops of a single barrel toroid coil of
ATLAS [44]. In (f), the suspension system within HIE-ISOLDE cryomodule is represented [20].

A conceptual design of a HTS magnet for a particle physics experiment in space
have been done in collaboration with CERN [62–64]. Space applications do not require
vacuum insulation and a classic cryostat. The change in boundary conditions results in an
incoherent comparison of the structural supports of this application with other suspension
systems described in this review.

The support architecture of references [65,66] could not be classified due to the lack of
reported information.

The string “FEA” AND “superconducting” AND “cold mass” AND mechanical AND
(∼support OR ∼suspension) -ATLAS -CMS -intitle: “LHC” has been integrated with AND
“gantry” to target the research field of rotating machines in medical applications. No relevant
results have been found on supporting architectures in this field.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. Example of multiple sub-assemblies common cryostat suspension architectures. In (a), one
can see the common girder of the quadruple doublets of FAIR Synchrotron [26]; (b) shows the space
frame that supports four elliptical cavities of ESS (reproduced with permission from Darve, Christine;
Bosland, Pierre, The ESS elliptical cavity cryomodules; published by AIP Publishing, 2014 [4]).

3.7. Materials Used for the Supports

The materials of the supports used in the architectures found are listed below:

• Metallic materials: Ti-6Al-4V, Ti 5AL 2.5Sn ELI, SS316L, SS 316LN, AISI 304, Inconel®

718;
• Composites: CFRP (Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer), G10, G11, G11CR, UFGE

(Unidirectional FibreGlass Epoxy), GFRE (Glass Fibre Reinforced Epoxy), Ultem®

2100, SEl-GFN3 Noryl®.

The choice is usually guided by the ratio of heat conductivity and yield strength (the
properties of some materials can be found in references [67,68]), which allow compliance
with the requirements of minimal heat loads and proper mechanical resistance. Addition-
ally, materials with low magnetic permeability are preferred over others in the case of
interference with the magnetic fields, which is true for almost all applications found.

3.8. Cool-Down Effects and Adjustability

Two main strategies have been identified for managing the cool-down effects in
superconducting systems, and these strategies depend heavily on the architecture of the
suspension system.

When using eight supports, their symmetric arrangement can generate additional
stress in the supporting elements during cool-down. However, this stress is accepted by
design to promote a symmetric contraction of the superconducting body (E-SC in Table 2)
so that the position of the supported object remains unchanged. Therefore, the alignment
strategy involves aligning the superconducting structure at warm temperatures and then
relying on self-centering symmetric contraction during cool-down. However, minimal
errors may arise due to the imprecise manufacture and assembly of the supports, which
can cause them to be positioned asymmetrically.

The use of a “multi-post” architecture allows the system to cool-down without gen-
erating extra stress (N-AC in Table 2). As a result, the pose of the magnet can change.
Typically, one post is used as a fixed point while the others accommodate the contraction.
The misalignment during cool-down cannot be ignored and must be estimated using accu-
rate thermal analysis. The strategy is to intentionally misalign the pose of the suspended
object, so that during cool-down it will translate within an acceptable range with respect to
the nominal pose.

The N-AC behavior is also a characteristic of some mixed architectures that have
been applied to superconducting cavities. For instance, in the case of crab
cavities [8,9], the flexure blades have been positioned with the blades tangential to an
imaginary cylinder surface that shares the axis with the post. Thus, the radial contraction
of the cold mass with respect to the post makes the blades bend in the plane with the
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least bending stiffness, generating little to no extra stress. The same cool-down effect has
been achieved in SPL [11,12] cavities with two ICS that are fixed to one cavity but free to
slide and rotate with respect to the adjacent one, thus generating no extra loads during
cool-down. The supporting system of the central solenoid of ATLAS [33], with one end
fixed and the other able to slide, allows for no build-up of stress during cool-down. Hence,
the centroid of the system is displaced longitudinally. In contrast, the presence of spherical
bearings at the end of the triangular struts allows the system to preserve the radial position
of the axis of the solenoid. The same (N-AC) behavior characterises the suspension system
of the HTS steering magnet at VECC, the single-band supports are aligned so that the
rotation around each pinned end lays on a radial plane of the cold mass (with respect to
the vertical axis).

A potentially optimal solution that could benefit from a symmetric contraction without
extra stress (N-SC in Table 2) has been applied to the quadrupole doublets of FAIR [26,27].
This is claimed to be achieved by fine-tuning the geometry of the suspension system so that
the contraction of the suspended body is coherent with the contraction of each support in
terms of magnitude and direction, resulting in a symmetric contraction without extra stress.
In addition to this, the contraction of the supports is fine-tuned by using two materials of
different lengths and linear expansion coefficients for each of the eight supports.

The architecture applied to the barrel toroid coils of the ATLAS experiment [44] shows
a de-stress behavior during cool-down. In fact, the tie rods have been pre-bent at room
temperature to exhibit low to zero stress at cold temperatures. Moreover, the cryogenic
stops have been designed to be split into two halves, allowing the cold mass to slide with
respect to the vacuum vessel. Furthermore, placing the warm end of the tie rods within
the coil envelope could allow the contraction of the coils and the rods to be coherent (both
contract toward the horizontal symmetry axis of the coil, see Figure 4e). Therefore, to
summarize, the system has been classified as de-stress and symmetric contraction (D-SC in
Table 2).

The architecture of MDS (Magnetic Density Separator) [19] due to the four double
cantilever posts could present extra stress during cool-down together with an asymmetric
contraction in the axial direction of the posts, therefore it has been classified as E-AC.
Similarly, the architecture of the tokamak gravity supports of ITER [54,55] and DEMO [56]
aims at reducing the incremental stresses exploiting the multi-flexible plate assembly, which
offers flexibility in the radial direction. However, some level of additional stress is expected
due to cool-down. Additionally, the contraction of the gravity supports in the vertical
direction results in an asymmetric movement of the supported body, therefore both have
been classified as E-AC.

Adjustability is ensured at different interfaces of the assembly chain that goes from
the cold mass to the assumed rigid ground. The following classification is based on the
first adjustable link found in this chain. The position of the tuning link in this chain is
often related to the support configuration. The “8-support” architecture usually utilizes the
regulation of the warm end position of each support to adjust the pose of the suspended
object. Thus, the tuning link is at the interface between the vacuum vessel and the support
structures (SVI in Table 2). On the other hand, with a “multi-post” architecture, the
regulation of the pose of the object is generally done at the interface between the vacuum
vessel and the ground (VGI in Table 2). An example of this can be found in the alignment
system of the cryomagnets in the LHC [40]. In most cases, if an SVI adjustable link is present,
a VGI link is present as well. However, the opposite is not always true. Architectures that
have been classified as pure VGI in Table 2 very often do not have an SVI link. Shims are
not considered tuning links in this classification.

All of the adjusting systems found in the literature research are used during the initial
assembly of the complex, in tuning sessions or after maintenance, and are thus classified as
passive (P in Table 2). The suspension architecture of HIE-ISOLDE [20,21] is coupled with
an actuated system. However, there is no feedback loop with the position at cold of the
suspended body, hence the architecture has been classified as passive.
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4. Summary

This section serves as a summary of the literature search conducted and explained in
the previous sections. Table 2 gives a summary of the designs found and analyzed, while
Table 3 explains the meaning of the parameters used for the classification. Table 4 gives a
list of the abbreviations used in the summary table.

Table 3. Description of the parameters used in Table 2.

Parameter Description

Ref Relevant references related to suspension architecture design and description.
Project Name of the project.

Element Classification of the suspended cold mass.
SC material Superconducting material and its raw shape used for the analyzed design.

Mass Mass of the supported cold mass.

L1 First major dimension of the cold mass, generally in the longitudinal direction
(curvilinear for Mu2e or height for tokamaks).

L2 Second major dimension of the cold mass, generally diameter.

Architecture Suspension system elements and their classification based on geometry (i.e., post,
band, rod, etc.).

Material Material of the suspension elements.

Cool-down

Classification of the behavior of the support system during the cool-down, specifi-
cally related to the possibility of extra stress appearing in the supporting elements
and to the influence of the thermal contraction on the misalignment of the cold
mass.

Applicability Evaluation of the possibility to apply the suspension architecture to support a
cold mass that needs to be rotated.

Adjustability
Classification of the adjustment/alignment system, based on its position in the
assembly, the way of adjustment (passive or actuated) and the evaluation of its
applicability to rotating cold masses.

Publication Years of publication of the references.
Status Status of the project at the moment of the publication of this article.

Table 4. Summary of abbreviations used for the parameters in Table 2 and their description.

Parameter Abbreviation Description

Cool-down E Extra stress appears in the suspension system element due to
cool-down

N No extra stress appears in the suspension system element due
to cool-down

D The system gets de-stressed from an initial condition of
pre-tensioned suspension system

AC
The cool-down affects the position and orientation of the
supported body in an asymmetric way, the architecture is not
self-centering

SC The architecture is self centering during cool-down, there is
no change in position and orientation of the cold mass

ND Not easily Deducible by these authors

Adjustability SVI The adjustment/alignment system is placed at the interface
between the suspension system and the vacuum vessel

VGI The adjustment/alignment system is placed at the interface
between the vacuum vessel and the ground

A The adjustment/alignment system is actuated
P The adjustment/alignment system is passive

R The adjustment/alignment system can be applied directly on
a rotating machine with little R&D

NR The adjustment/alignment system cannot be applied directly
on a rotating machine without R&D
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Table 4. Cont.

Parameter Abbreviation Description

Status dev. The system is in development
const. The system is in the construction phase

comm. The system is in the commissioning phase
op. The system is operational
res. The system is related to research, analytical calculations

5. Discussion

The research on suspension systems for cold masses has resulted in more than 20 ap-
plications, ranging from accelerating cavities and cavity strings, wiggler magnets, magnetic
density separators, solenoids, quadrupoles, dipoles, feeders, magnets for detectors toka-
maks, and MRI. The mass of the suspended body varies from 160–225,000 kg, while the
axial length varies from 0.3–25 m. The tokamaks have heights greater than or equal to 24 m,
diameters of more than 30 m, and weights more than 23,000 t.

A few HTS applications have been found; in most of the cases these are related to
innovative applications, such as wind power generators where the impact of heat loads
is minimal if compared to the generated energy, thus less stringent requirements have
been accepted. Two HTS magnet applications have been found, and no mention has been
made of the necessity of a novel suspension system due to the adoption of HTS instead of
standard low temperature superconducting technology.

Nevertheless, three recurrent suspension architectures have been identified. Firstly,
the “multi-post” architecture, which is used mainly to suspend slender heavy bodies, for
example, the cryomagnets of synchrotrons such as LHC, RHIC and SSC. These magnets are
10–17 m long and have a small diameter with respect to their length. This architecture aims
to reduce the vertical sagitta without using many rods that would result in a high number of
penetrations of the vacuum vessel. The “8-support” architecture is often used for relatively
light or bulky bodies. The cavity architecture is used to support cavities by exploiting the
tube wall of the FPC as a post together with extra stiffening structures. Other solutions
deviate from the aforementioned due to geometrical reasons, such as the high curvature of
the Mu2e transport solenoid, the pancake shape of the magnetic density separation device,
or the geometry required by the magnets used for particle detectors. Although they do
not represent a standalone suspension solution, intermediate structures, such as common
girders and space frames placed between the vacuum vessel and the suspended body, help
with the management of modular assemblies and the alignment procedures of multiple
cold masses. In these cases, a suspension architecture is still necessary, and the associated
challenges remain unchanged.

The common behaviors with respect to the cool-down process have been classified.
Depending on the architecture, extra stress can develop in the supports in exchange for a
more accurate pose (position and orientation) of the body after the cool-down. In different
architectures, a reproducible asymmetric contraction of the system has been accepted in
exchange for low to zero extra stress on the supports. Although more complex, a possible
optimal solution has been identified in the architecture of FAIR; this could be based on
the careful tuning of the materials and geometry of the suspension system to achieve both
desirable cool-down characteristics: a symmetric contraction without extra stress.

The materials found in suspension systems belong to either metallic or composite
classes. The choice is guided by the compliance with the requirements of mechanical
resistance and minimization of heat loads to the cold mass. The most common metallic
materials used include titanium alloys, stainless steel alloys, and nickel–chromium alloys.
Composites such as glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy or carbon-fiber-reinforced polymers have
also been utilized. Although not explicitly mentioned in the articles subject to this review,
an analysis of Table 2 highlights a possible correlation between the shape of the support
and its material. Indeed, almost all rods have been built from metallic materials while all
double-bands architectures exploit composites. An exception is represented by the G11
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rods of the magnetic density separator studied at UT and G10 pillars studied for the HTS
quadrupole studied at CAS.

Two recurrent solutions for adjustability have been identified based on the position of
a tuning link in the chain of errors. This link can be found placed between the cold mass
supports and the vacuum vessel (SVI) and/or between the vacuum vessel and the rigid
ground (VGI).

All proposed solutions have been designed to function nominally, reacting mostly
dead weight or electromagnetic forces in a static environment (i.e., no relative rotation
with respect to the gravity vector). Generally, transportation loads, seismic loads, and
catastrophic failures, such as destructive quenching, have been considered. Therefore, most
of the solutions have been verified for mechanical resistance in directions different from
those on which the nominal load is acting. The misalignment of the cold mass due to
the dead weight is constant and can be compensated once and for all during assembly,
leaving no constrain on the rigidity of the system. Therefore, even though the position
of the cold mass is a requirement of the supporting system, its design simply follows a
trade-off between heat loads and mechanical resistance.

In contrast, the passive compensation of misalignment due to dead weight at one
orientation of the body (with respect to gravity) will negatively impact other orientations.
Therefore, a change of paradigm is necessary: the design trade-off should be between
heat loads and the overall stiffness of the architecture, which is usually more restrictive
than mechanical resistance alone. Hence, there is a space for researching the architectures
tailored to work on rotating machines. Nevertheless, most support architectures are deemed
conceptually applicable to a rotating body although requiring R&D.

The suspension systems classified as SVI appear to be often designed with bilateral
fixtures such as rod ends and spherical bearings and, therefore, would be directly applicable
to a rotating body. In contrast, VGI support systems’ simplified designs usually exploit
unilateral fixtures such as spherical washers. Hence, these are not directly applicable to
rotating bodies without additional R&D. A regulation system at the SVI for the pose of
a body supported by posts is expected to raise the level of complexity of the cryostat
assembly and decrease the performances (stiffness) of the tuning system itself because of
the serial combination of linear guides and pivots.

Except for the suspension system of ISOLDE (Isotope Separator On Line DEvice), all
other architectures found are not exactly constrained; they are, indeed, over-constrained.
However, the motorized struts of ISOLDE allows for the adjustment of only four degrees
of freedom of the cold mass. Therefore, a detailed solution for the support and complete
alignment system of a body with an exact number of constrains has not been found in this
literature review.

6. Conclusions

The literature review of suspension systems for superconducting bodies, or cold
masses in general, has identified recurring design patterns. A classification based on the
system’s geometrical architecture, cool-down behavior, and adjustability has been pre-
sented. General design characteristics, such as the dimensions and weight of the suspended
body, materials used for the supports, and current status, have been summarized in a
table. A conceptual analysis of the applicability of these support architectures to rotating
machines has been provided, highlighting the fact that none of the designs found have
been specifically designed for this purpose and indicating a possible direction for future
research. Furthermore, a detailed solution for the support and complete alignment system
of a superconducting element with an exact number of constrains has been highlighted as a
subject where knowledge is missing. Further research in these directions could be valuable,
especially in the case of medical superconducting machines for hadron therapy.
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